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Abstract—Several studies examine Advanced Air Mobility
(AAM) demand focusing on commuting and airport shuttle trips
at this moment. Little activities are concentrating on business
travel in general nor for AAM demand in special. Business
travel as a generic term for any corporate purposed transport
consists of four categories: Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and
Exhibitions (MICE). Every business traffic comes along with
its own character which has to be considered when modelling.
After the transport generation based on their travel purpose
and location, a discrete choice model evaluates different modes
of transport to determine the market share for AAM. As business
travel is expected to have a greater value of time, the modal share
of AAM is anticipated be higher compared to more cost-sensitive
use cases such as commuting. On the other hand, however, the
market size of the overall business traffic could weaken this
group of potential AAM passengers. In the field of this poorly
investigated demand share, this approach presents a possibility of
modeling local business traffic. Furthermore, this study assumes
an adopted AAM mode of transport for this passenger group,
which helps to understand the characteristics of future AAM
demand.

Index Terms—demand, business, advanced air mobility, dis-
crete choice

I. INTRODUCTION

Independent of the booking classes economy, business and
first class, business travelers yield up to 75% of the airlines
revenue [1]. On a corporate travel in conventional aviation,
an employee spends about 230e or 18% of the total cost
for ground transportation [2]. For this reason, airlines are
interested to understand the behavior and reasons of choice
of business travelers in order to optimize their offers, and
thus their revenue. A part of corporate travel is being done by
using business aviation. In addition to various other benefits,
business aviation passengers value the time savings it provides.
[3].

Corporate travel has been defined in various ways. A
common definition subdivides this market into four segments
called MICE: Meetings, Incentives, Conventions and Exhibi-
tions. Further studies divide into individual business travel,
meetings, exhibitions, incentive trips and corporate hospitality
[4], [5]. The more general terms business tourism can include
leisure aspects as well, in which a distinct separation of the
travel purpose can not be well-defined. So, multipurpose travel
combines different travel motivation, business and leisure in
this case [6]. While a face-to-face meeting requires corporate
travel, the origin country real income as well as the price
of tourism and further economic variables influence the total
business travel market [7], [8].

Since drone traffic for cargo and passenger transport started
with the definition of Urban Air Mobility (UAM) by the
FAA, this term includes urban applications of unmanned air
operations [9]. As an extension, the definitions Advanced Air
Mobility (AAM) by NASA and Innovative Air Mobility (IAM)
by the European Commission consider rural operation areas
as well [10], [11]. Since business trips are not limited to
urban areas necessarily, this study keeps ongoing with the
definition AAM as a new kind of transport mode. In detail,
AAM investigates the scope of a metropolitan area including
at least one major city and further places of interest around.

Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) as a regional and urban
transport mode by using short and mid-range aircraft, has to
figure out its potential field of customers. As explained before,
business travel accounts for 75% of airlines revenue. Since
its analogy to conventional aviation, any corporate purposed
travel should be considered in the AAM airlines transport
offer. At this point, the travel purpose business needs to be
clarified and discriminated between commuting e.g. for an
AAM application.
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II. BUSINESS TRAVEL MODELLING

In this study, the business travel model is limited to corpo-
rate meetings in the metropolitan area of Hamburg. The model
follows the steps trip generation (II-A), the mode share (II-B)
and the route assignment (II-C).

A. Trip generation and distribution for corporate purposes

The transport modeling starts with a trip generation. For
the purpose of corporate travel, a business passenger begins
his trip at a business cell and ends his trip at a business
cell. Thereby, a business cell is defined as a cell, in which
at least one person is employed. Meanwhile, a business cell
can contain inhabitants as well. When cross merging all
business cells, the model returns a network of itineraries
between business locations. By setting up minimal distance
between origin and destination, short and irrelevant AAM
connections can be dropped. The mobility report for Germany
presents mean and median values for local business journeys
in Germany [12]. This model assumes a minimal distance of
5.7 km for AAM considerations, since this value represent the
median length of business travel path in Germany. By choosing
the median value, half of the total market are omitted in this
model.

In a next step, business travelers are distributed on the
itineraries based on the possible destination and on the total
number of passengers leaving the origin cell. Fur this purpose,
the market size is limited due to the employees working in
the tertiary industry sector. This model distinguishes between
several industry sectors and assumes different travel behavior
for those sectors. As the primary and secondary industry
sectors are linked to a certain transport mode, mechanic van
or delivery truck e.g., this model only takes the tertiary sector
into account, also known as the service sector [13]. Further
subcategories differ in construction, trading, manufacturing,
traffic and further services and administration. Here, the ter-
tiary sector is curtailed to section I − U [14]. Next, a modal
share model splits the market size into the different transport
modes.

B. Mode share model

Each itinerary gets considered individually by a mode share
model, so that each itinerary characteristic results in a different
transport mode mix. In general, the linear utility function for
each transport mode consists of three terms.

Uni = ASCi + βxni + ϵni (1)

where
• Uni is the utility of alternative i for individual n,
• β is a vector of coefficients,
• xni is a vector of observed attributes,
• ASCi is a specific term for alternative i ,
• ϵni is a random error term.
While the error term is part of the unobserved part of the

utility function, the ASC and β-parameters can be calculated
and calibrated for each mode. In total, the modal share model
calculates four different transport modes. Tab. I presents an

overview for the car, taxi and public transport which are
necessary to calibrate a discrete choice model. AAM as new
transport mode is described in section III.

TABLE I: Modelling overview for transport mode, car, taxi
and public, TrafficIndex as TI

Mode Travel time Travel Cost
OTP TI Base Fare

Car X X X
Taxi X X X X
Public X X X

Both, the car and the taxi, use a road network to operate.
To calculate the travel time on the road, the OpenTripPlaner
(OTP) uses the origin and destination of the itinerary [15].
Since the OTP calculates the travel time without any conges-
tion and traffic, the TrafficIndex by TomTom takes the average
delay due to traffic jam into account [16]. By multiplying the
OTP results with the TrafficIndex of 1.36 for Hamburg, the
travel time represents a realistic scenario, that is 36% longer
in time in comparison to a free drive.

When choosing a taxi, a passenger can order a taxi to reduce
waiting time, find a free taxi close by or wait for a passing
one. All three scenarios depend on the location of single taxis
and the travelers [17], [18]. While the total travel time, as a
sum of in-vehicle time and out-vehicle time, for taxi can not
be estimated individually for the synthetic market in this study,
the average waiting time for taxi is set to 5min. This number
appends to the calculated travel time with the OTP and the
TrafficIndex by TomTom. Taxi operators in Hamburg charge
a base price and a fare per km. Both, the base and the fare,
are fixed to 4.20e and 2.20e/km by the taxi companies in
Hamburg [19].

In order to get a cost on each itinerary for the car, the travel
distance is multiplied by a constant according to previous
demand studies in Hamburg [20]. The fare per km for the
car values 0.7e.

To estimate the public transport, the OTP considers the
public schedule and connection options in the public transport
network. Here, no TrafficIndex is needed, since the public
transport operates on a rail system without any influence by
a road congestion. As long as a passenger travels inside the
urban center of Hamburg, a ticket costs 3.40e. When leaving
the inner circle of the city and going to more rural areas, the
passenger has to pay double the ticket price [21].

The calibration data is based on historical traffic demand
for several traffic cells in Hamburg [22]. In order to filter the
total traffic demand by travel purpose, the calibration module
handles the traffic grid by the pre-defined origin-destination-
pairs, similar to the trip generation module in section II-A.
The calibration itself is performed by the open-source tool
biogeme [23]. Table II presents the calibrated parameter for
a mixed logit model with a gumbel distribution as a random
error term.

In total, five estimated parameters describe passenger be-
havior in this study. In this study, passengers choose between
a car, taxi, and public transport by taking travel time and
travel cost into account. Travel time and travel cost are scaled
with βtime and βcost, respectively. Each transport mode has a
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unique alternative-specific constant ASC, that describes each
transport mode specifically in addition. The second column
presents the t-Test value to evaluate the model’s fit. A given
significant level α of 0.1 with five degrees of freedom is
expressed by a t-value of 2.015, which can be exceeded by all
five parameters [24].

Subsequently, a validation proofs the goodness of the cal-
ibration fit on the data sample [25]. Here, a k-fold cross
validation with five sub-samples proves an average ρ2 of 0.33,
which represents a good fit [26].

In general, the willingness-to-pay (WTP) describes the
customer’s readiness to buy a product. For transport models,
the WTP can be described by the value-of-time (VOT) to be
more specific. The VOT indicates the value for travel time
savings. Equation 2 present the calculation of the VOT.

V OT =
βtime

βcost
≈ 120e (2)

By calibrating the explained discrete choice model, the VOT
of the considered use case stands for 2e per saved minute of
travel time. In comparison to further studies, business travellers
attach more importance to travel time than other travelling
groups, e.g. commuter [20], [27]. Studies on the mode choice
by varying the cost on the other side are presented in section
IV.

C. Route Assignment

After each itinerary receives its own transport mode mix and
a passenger group decided on a certain mode, the passenger
can pick between different routes, e.g. the fastest route, the
shortest route, etc. At this point, a passenger will always pick
the fastest route in terms of time, since the travel time impacts
the discrete choice model.

III. IMPLEMENTING THE AAM MODE

The transport mode for AAM consists of three legs as shown
in Fig. 1.

Leg 1 (green) and 3 (blue) can be calculated with the OTP.
A passenger will walk from or to a vertiport, as long as the
distance does not exceed a fixed threshold s. While walking,
no cost occur for this leg. If the distance from or to a vertiport
exceeds the limit s, a passenger will take a taxi independent
of the travel distance. In this case, the passenger has to pay a
base and a fare price as described in section II-B. The value s
is set to 1.7 km, as the median distance pedestrians are willing
to walk according to the mobility report [12]. For both legs,
the travel time is calculated with the OTP and TrafficIndex in
the same way as for the transport mode taxi.

TABLE II: Results for business travel calibration

Parameter Value t-test
ASCcar 5.9 200.0
ASCtaxi 4.03 49.6
ASCpublic 6.60 119.0
βtime −0.673 −2.07
βcost −1.320 −11.80

Origin

Vertiport

Destination

Vertiport

𝐼𝑓 𝑠1 < 𝑐 𝐼𝑓 𝑠1 ≥ 𝑐

𝐼𝑓 𝑠2 ≥ 𝑐𝐼𝑓 𝑠2 < 𝑐

𝑠1

𝑠2

𝑠𝐴𝐴𝑀
𝐼𝑓 𝑠𝐴𝐴𝑀 < 𝑥 𝐼𝑓 𝑠𝐴𝐴𝑀 ≥ 𝑥

Fig. 1: AAM mode

All legs are connected by vertiports, a transport hub to link
the air side to ground transportation. While vertiports account
as an input set in this study, the vertiport sample is divided
into an urban vertiport fraction, adopted by former demand
studies, and a rural vertiport fraction [20]. The rural vertiport
set contains 22 locations, that are placed on the main train
station on the 22 biggest cities in the metropolitan area of
Hamburg. In total, this study considers 43 vertiports which
can be addressed by passengers to access the AAM mode.

For modelling the AAM flight, this study adopts a simplified
flight profile including a vertical phase and a horizontal phase
for the cruise. An AAM vehicle climbs in altitude with a
constant climb rate and without any acceleration. After this,
the vehicle flies to its destination coordinates with a constant
cruise speed before descending in analogy to the climb phase.
Since this study investigates urban areas as well as rural areas,
two different vehicle types serve the air transportation. When
reaching 60% (as an assumption) of the max range of the
first vehicle in cruise distance, the route will be operated by
the second vehicle configuration. In that case, the vehicle
performance will change, but not the flight profiles. The
vehicle configuration differ in their general setup. While the
first configuration, respectively a multicopter, operates on short
distances in a city, the second configuration, respectively a
vectored thrust, servers longer itineraries to connect different
cities and rural areas. Tab. III shows the technical setup for
both applications as well as the economics.

TABLE III: AAM Intra City and Regional

Parameter Unit Intra City Regional
climb rate m/s 7.5 10
descent rate m/s 7.5 10
cruise speed km/h 110 332
range km 65 240
base fare C 6 0
fare per km C/km 5 2

Here, the ticket for AAM consist of a base fare and a
fare per km that are adopted from previous economic via-
bility studies in Germany [28]. The business class in manned
aviation differs not only in the ticket price but also in the
space and service provided in the cabin during the flight
compared to economy class bookings. While there is a spatial
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separation between several booking classes in airlines, an
AAM cabin is expected to have a standard cabin, regardless of
the customer’s background and travel purpose. Therefore, all
passengers should be considered equally and not be charged
different ticket fares individually in an AAM system

IV. RESULTS

For the metropolitan area of Hamburg, the model calculates
1, 885, 157 potential itineraries. Fig.2 presents a distribution
of the road distance of all calculated itineraries.
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Fig. 2: Histogram of the road distance in the network (1885157
itineraries in total)

While the histogram shows a global peak at around 25 km
that represents itineraries inside the Hamburg city center, a
further local peak at about 55 km represents the commuter belt
of Hamburg. Medium and large size cities around Hamburg
are located within the equivalent distance.

In total 246, 502 business passengers travel between offices
in this model. On 1, 006 itineraries, there is at least one AAM
passenger. To sum this up, there are 1, 287 AAM passengers,
distributed on 257 vertiport connections. The presentation of
the results is based on the diagrams of Fig. 3.

To understand the characteristics of each mode, Fig. 3a
presents the cost of each transport mode over the AAM
distance. Hamburg’s public transport service provider charges
a fixed ticket price independent of the travel distance. As
a result, all green markers representing the public transport
gather around a horizontal line. The ticket price doubles when
leaving the inner tariff zone, which is negligibly low here.
Furthermore, all other transport modes scale with the travel
distance. Here, the car and the taxi mode nearly present a linear
curve with a slope matching the fare per km. In contrast to
that, the AAM mode can be split in two red linear fits. This is
because of the differences in the AAM vehicle variations and
its economics. As presented in Tab. III, the fare per km varies
between both configurations. When the AAM flight distance
exceeds the 39 km (see section III), the economics change.
This value is in range with the distance of the commuter belt
as shown in Fig. 2. As long as the commuter belt counts
towards the second AAM vehicle configuration, this sub mode
catches a populated area, also a potential field of customers.

The remaining spray of the red markers occurs by the access
and egress phase of AAM (green and blue phase of Fig. 1).

Fig. 3b and Fig. 3d underline the effect of the commuter
belt on the AAM market. The first figure presents the AAM
business passengers over the flight distance. While some short
itineraries attract some passenger, the biggest fraction of the
AAM demand fall upon itineraries of 40−60 km. Conditional
on the vertiport placement, this demand represent trips from
the city center to the commuter belt and the other way around.
Shorter itineraries seems less attractive, since the first vehicle
configuration comes with a higher fare per km, that reaches
its peak at 30− 40 km of flight distance. In addition, Fig. 3d
shows AAM demand over the corresponding costs. Here, the
total travel cost of 140e fits with the demand peak in Fig. 3b.
At this point it should be noticed, that the discussed demand
peak highly depends on the threshold value for the maximal
range of the first vehicle configuration. If the first configuration
covers the commuter belt, AAM costs will increase and its
demand will decrease. Even though business travel comes
along with a high VOT the total demand drops about 50%
to 606 passengers when the first vehicle can perform with
its full maximal range (65 km) and servicing the commuter
belt. Further developments of the vehicle manufacturers must
be considered. Additionally, a cost model should be evaluated
when a passenger scenario is fixed and the vehicle utilization
can be estimated.

Since the taxi mode and the AAM mode do compete in
terms of travel cost, at least for longer distances, Fig. 3c
presents further analysis on the competition between those
modes. For this purpose, two new metrics are introduced.

CO =
AAMcost

taxicost
(3)

TT =
AAMtime

taxitime
(4)

In Fig. 3c, the blue and orange markers present the metrics
CO and TT for each single itinerary with at least one AAM
passenger. Values on the x-axis of around 1 represent similar
mode parameters for the taxi and AAM. Lower values imply
a time or cost benefit for AAM, higher values than 1 represent
AAM as a longer or more expensive alternative. In general,
the travel time for AAM is about 85% of the travel time
by taxi, marked with the orange vertical line. Analogous, the
travel cost for AAM is about 45% higher than for taxi. In
total 7, 450 business passengers choose the taxi mode. As a
conclusion, the AAM mode presents shorter travel times than
the taxi mode, meanwhile the costs for AAM are higher.

Given the VOT of 2e per minute for business passengers,
the demand drops by 17% when increasing the fare per km to
5.50e and 2.50e for the two configurations. In comparison
to commuter studies, in which the demand drops by nearly
50% when increasing the fare by 0.50e, business demand
is less manipulable in terms of total travel costs [20], [29] .
Meanwhile, an increase of 0.50e for the taxi fare does not
raise the AAM demand by 17% in the same way since the
taxi mode can be part of AAM access and egress. Instead, the
AAM demand decreases by 2.5%. However, AAM demand
growths about 6% when the car mode costs 1.20e per km.
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Fig. 3: Results of business travel demand modelling

To summarize it up, AAM demand highly depends on the
flight performance and thus its economics and less by travel
cost changes of the taxi or car mode. At the same time,
business passengers tend to react more slowly to changes
in AAM than commuter passengers. From an employer’s
perspective, the total travel time becomes a new value when
employees can use in-vehicle time for business activities, so
the value of travel time should be reevaluated. Therefore, Hen-
sher developed a theoretical approach that includes parameters
such as productivity during the trip and the monetary value
of the employee [30]. Since its heterogeneous nature and its
complexity this approach may fail when data is not available.
Due to the given data set of Hamburg and uncertainties in the
business market model, this study can not evaluate employer’s
considerations concerning productivity during travelling.

V. OUTLOOK

As a part of MICE, the business-to-business model in
this study is modeled as an office-to-office travel and covers
only a portion of the overall business demand. Incentives,
conventions and exhibitions are not included in the results
and should be considered when examining the entire business
travel market. However, the authors anticipate that office-to-
office traffic will account for the largest fraction of the business

market. Although the probability of taking a business trip is
set to 100% here, it is estimated to be considerably lower
in reality. The post-coronavirus working environment has yet
to establish itself to forecast in-person meetings versus online
meetings. As a result of fewer face-to-face meetings, the size
of the AAM business market size diminishes. Because of the
unknown factor of total market size, this study focused on the
total market behavior regarding changes in several transport
modes. On top of that, each business trip is modelled between
offices in this study. This assumptions excludes the possibility
of carrying out a business trip that starts or ends at a residential
traffic cell. In a next step, this hypothesis should be assessed
again.

Compared to other customer segments, business passengers
have a higher willingness to pay. The AAM business market
responds sluggishly to changes in travel costs, for example.
Therefore, the AAM business travel has a greater market share
than commuting, according to the modal split in section II-B.
However, further studies should consider additional attributes
in the discrete choice model. As business passengers trust the
transport mode to arrive at their destination on time, attributes
indicating reliability and punctuality contribute to a better
understanding of business passengers’ behavior. Additionally,
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each business passenger can choose from four different trans-
port modes, excluding rental cars or being a car passenger
when traveling with a delegation of colleagues. Advanced
studies may include several types of individual transport to
complete the set of alternatives in the mode.

Modeling business travelers involves different sub-
categories of travel purposes, which makes the field of
business travel heterogeneous and presents a challenge in
developing a mathematical representation of passengers
required for a discrete choice model. Since its diverseness,
results of business travel demand implies uncertainties which
has to be taken into account.
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